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Explore the Earth, the Moon and Mars. Explore the surface of Mars and the Moon with different maps based on real photos, satellite views and elevation scale. Display satellite views of the Earth, Mars and the Moon in either satellite or real photo mode. Gmaps Extended brings the available information and maps for your desktop. You can also create and view routes and
calculate directions from one place to another. The application is easy to use and has a very detailed user guide, containing helpful hints and instructions. Included features: * Explore three major maps of Earth, Mars and the Moon, which are based on real photos, satellite views and elevation scale. * Automatically discover streets, calculate routes, make a route and find driving
directions. * Display satellite views of the Earth, Mars and the Moon in either satellite or real photo mode. * You can also work with filters for finding various geologic or topographic objectives. * Choose the map with the 3D Earth for viewing the surface of Earth, and 3D Moon for viewing the surface of the Moon. * Display the map and zoom in/out by using the mouse. *
You can start Gmaps Extended and search for a map from the desktop. * Start/Stop and quit Gmaps Extended. * Quick access to the program's user guide. * You can remove the program from your computer after you finish the trial period. GeoClock is a powerful program for displaying the current time and date in any given location, as well as for calculating the local time
and date. You may use the program to learn your geographical coordinates (latitude and longitude) with the help of a high-precision GPS receiver. A unique feature of GeoClock is that you may conveniently get your geographical coordinates online, as well as display a map with the current geographical coordinates. GeoClock's features: * Display time and date in your chosen
region with a detailed description of the chosen location. * Display the current time and date in any location on Earth, as well as the time and date in another location. * Use the program's interface to find your geographical coordinates with a high-precision GPS receiver. * Display a map with the current geographical coordinates. * Choose the graphical display mode and
choose between an interface or a plain text description. * The program may be set to display the time in daylight and night-time. * You may use GeoClock in the English, Spanish, French
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This keybindings utility allows you to change the most common window-related keyboard shortcuts from the program you are using. It also features the ability to set the order of shortcuts for each of the enabled windows. It is a useful utility for gamers, programmers and for any software user. It's your choice when you want to use your mouse or your keyboard for opening and
closing a window. What are you waiting for? Try Keymacro now and see for yourself. No matter which version of your OS you use, you can easily take advantage of several features in Windows that you may have missed. This tutorial will teach you how to enhance your PC, using system extensions. The Extras folder contains a bunch of additional tools for Windows, including
software developed by third parties. Using this folder, you can quickly download and install such apps as screen captures, USB drivers and software utilities. Some of these are useful for everyone, while others are useful for specific users. How to open your computer windows after hibernate? Open Windows Explorer from the Windows start menu and then hold the Ctrl key on
the keyboard. This will force Windows to open the Windows Explorer. Now you can simply drag the file to the desktop and it will open. How to change the Windows password? Windows has a feature that allows you to use a different password for each of your user accounts, so your online banking and your online email accounts will use different passwords from what you
use for Internet Explorer. This is a great security tool. How to manage the Windows Guest account? There is a Guest account in Windows 7 that is very similar to the Guest account in Windows XP. This account has very limited access to the PC, but it allows you to run programs and view files on the PC. How to convert an audio file? As the name implies, the purpose of this
feature is to convert audio files from one format to another. MP3 is the most popular file format on the Internet, but it is very large and also takes up a lot of space. When you edit a text document and make a mistake, you can usually undo the change you made by clicking the Ctrl+Z button, but what do you do when you want to undo an entire bunch of changes? If you were
working with several files, you can easily undo each change by selecting all of the files in Windows Explorer and clicking the Ctrl+Z button. How do you copy an email address from an email message? In an email 1d6a3396d6
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Gmaps Extended is a reliable program dedicated to bringing detailed maps of Earth, Mars and the Moon for you to explore. The application is designed to connect you to the Google Maps service without needing you to open the Internet browser. View the Earth, Mars and the Moon Gmaps Extended allows you to explore three major maps of different celestial bodies: the
planets Earth, Mars and the Moon. Various options are available for each map, based on the specifics of each environment. The Earth map allows you to zoom in or out from street view, up to displaying all the continents in one frame. You may easily switch from street maps to satellite view, as well as explore the maps by viewing real pictures or photo spheres. Moreover, you
may use the mouse dragging movement in order to pan over to places you wish to view. Maps from outer space Gmaps Extended allows you to explore the surface of the planet Mars, by viewing three types of maps: altitude-based coloration, real photo view and infrared pictures. The elevation scale indicates differences of height, from mountains to ridges. You may zoom
in/out and pan over the map, similarly to the Google Maps service from the browser. The Moon map offers several topographical representations of its surface, based on various studies: J. Herschel or Monte Apenninus, for example. The Apollo missions are also marked on the map. Explore Google Maps from your desktop Gmaps Extended allows you to find streets and
calculate routes in any country on Earth, as well as view surface maps of Mars and the Moon, without opening your browser. The program brings the available information and graphic representations to your desktop. Moreover, you may work with filters for locating various geologic or topographic objectives. *** FREE *** TechMonkey: Free Tech News + Tech Tips
TechMonkey is a free news feed that will deliver the latest tech stories to you to keep you up to date on what's happening in the world of tech, business, sports, money, health, and much more! Over 400,000 visitors a day read TechMonkey on their mobile phones! We are the mobile tech news guide, providing you with the most relevant information in TECH! *** FREE ***
The Guardian: Online newspaper The Guardian is the Guardian newspaper published in the UK. It's one of the biggest selling news daily newspapers in the UK. *** FREE *** BBC News: News Websites + News Feeds

What's New In?

A complete solution for Google maps lovers. Gmaps Extended is a desktop program for viewing maps on Earth, Mars and the Moon. It brings all maps available in Google maps together into a single interface. Gmaps Extended has its own utilities for viewing maps online. The desktop view will allow you to switch between surface maps of Earth, Mars and the Moon, satellite
views of each environment and a number of different map types from Google. The program features a convenient interface and numerous special options. With Gmaps Extended, you will be able to explore the Earth, the Moon and Mars. The Earth map is equipped with a variety of views and options. You may view the map by panning with the mouse, zooming in and out with
the left mouse button and by dragging and rotating the map with the mouse. Moreover, you may display all the continents together, or switch to satellite view, where you will be able to zoom in or out, choose the options by zooming or by panning. The program allows you to change between street view and satellite view and to mark an address or a point of interest. The program
features an option to view the map by satellite view. This is equipped with the same options as the Google Maps service from the Internet browser. The Google Mars map allows you to view the planet’s surface from the space shuttle. You can do so by selecting altitude based coloration. The program allows you to view specific areas, such as Olympus Mons, Craters in Phobos,
Tyrrhenius Terra, Phoebe Terra and the area around the largest crater Deimos. The program offers several options for search, such as by region, location, types of terrain, stories and details of the landing spots of various spacecrafts. The program allows you to view the surface of the Moon. You may switch between real photo views and infrared pictures. The program features
different options for the Moon map. The altitude based coloration map is equipped with a variety of features. You may view the map by panning with the mouse, zooming in and out with the left mouse button and by dragging and rotating the map with the mouse. Gmaps Extended Features: A complete solution for Google maps lovers. Gmaps Extended is a desktop program
for viewing maps on Earth, Mars and the Moon. It brings all maps available in Google maps together into a single interface. Gmaps Extended has its own utilities for viewing maps online. The desktop view will allow you to switch between surface maps of Earth, Mars and the Moon, satellite views of each environment and a number of different map types from Google. The
program features a convenient interface and numerous special options. With Gmaps Extended, you will be able to explore the Earth, the Moon and Mars. The Earth map is equipped with a variety of views and options. You may view the map by panning with the
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System Requirements:

Xbox One Playstation 4 OS: Windows 10 Windows 7 / 8.1 Internet Explorer 11 or Chrome 30 or newer Mac OS X v10.8 or newer Games Sid Meier's Civilization VI Space Engineers Sierra’s Dawn of Discovery Firaxis' Stellaris Peggle 2 Sierra's Psycho Showdown Xonotic Location Battleground Factory (Greenlight) Skyflakes H
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